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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

10:34 a.m.2

CHAIR GIBSON:  We have received a joint3

motion on mandatory disclosures and I just want to4

make sure that everyone is in complete agreement with5

this.6

Interveners?7

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  You're fully in agreement9

with this?10

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes.11

CHAIR GIBSON:  Staff?12

MR. HAIR:  Yes we are, Your Honor.13

CHAIR GIBSON:  And Applicant?14

MR. SILBERG:  We are also, Your Honor.15

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Well, I believe we16

can turn to the initial scheduling order.  I believe17

Mr. Maltese sent you out a draft of the, or you18

hopefully have a copy of the draft, of the initial19

scheduling order that was issued in the Victoria20

Station case.  And we thought that could be used as a21

template, albeit there are some minor changes that are22

going to have to made to it by virtue of some of the23

new rule changes so we'll have a new code section24

that's sited for certain things.25
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But with that exception, I guess I want to1

ask if this is basically acceptable to you as it was2

drafted or if there are any changes that you feel need3

to be made for this facility?4

MR. SILBERG:  Your Honor, this is Jay5

Silberg for the Applicant.  In general, we do support6

what's in Victoria County.  It is more detailed then7

we're used to seeing in prior proceedings, but we8

don't have a problem with that.  We agree with you9

that there will be some changes necessary for new CFR10

sections and some of the dates are now slightly11

changed.12

There are a number of provisions in the13

order that we would like to at least discuss possible14

changes to, and we can go through those one by one.15

Some of those have been reflected in the joint motion16

that we talked about.  Others are not reflected in17

that joint motion and we can proceed as you would18

like.19

CHAIR GIBSON:  I think that's fine.  Let's20

just start at the beginning and go through it page by21

page and you can let us know what you would like to22

see changed.23

MR. SILBERG:  Okay.  The --24

CHAIR GIBSON:  When you finish, I would25
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like to hear from the staff and the interveners on1

their views about your proposed change.2

MR. SILBERG:  Okay, and we can do that3

change by change?4

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes, let's start on Page 1.5

MR. SILBERG:  Okay.  Our first suggested6

change would be in Section A2, which is on Page 5, on7

privilege logs.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.9

MR. SILBERG:  We've dealt with that in the10

joint motion.  Our provision in the joint motion would11

waive certain privilege logs.  The provision that we12

have in the joint motion on privilege logs would13

govern what's in the Victoria County order.  And14

Paragraph 2 in the joint motion, I call your attention15

to that.16

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Essentially what17

you're saying then is that you would not be producing18

a list of documents that were either security related19

or safeguards information, is that what you're saying?20

MR. SILBERG:  Well, the privilege log is21

that we would waive the requirement to produce a22

privilege log for attorney-client and attorney work23

product/deliberative process.24

CHAIR GIBSON:  Right.  Well, I understand25
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that and if you'll look in the second paragraph of the1

Victoria Station order, or third paragraph, it says2

the parties will produce, as part of their3

disclosures, a list of all documents withheld as4

proprietary, security related, and safeguards5

information.6

And the word security related and7

safeguards information are not in your joint motion of8

mandatory disclosures.  And I just want to make sure9

that you're not suggesting that, you know, it seems to10

me that we've got other information that you could be11

withholding.12

MR. SILBERG:  Right.13

CHAIR GIBSON:  And I just want to make14

sure that we're not misunderstanding what you're15

saying, Counsel.16

MR. SILBERG:  No, I think you understand17

it correctly.  We don't frankly expect that there will18

be any, or at least any significant, information that19

would fall within the safeguards or security scope20

that's mentioned there in the Victoria County order.21

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Well, it appears to22

me that the way this was written up in the Victoria23

Station case would largely recognize the fact that you24

all have agreed to waive the requirements to produce25
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a privilege log, but that you will be producing a list1

of these other documents.2

So I guess I don't understand what is it3

about this paragraph that is inconsistent with the4

joint motion on mandatory disclosures?5

MR. SILBERG:  Well, I think we just wrote6

it a little, perhaps, more simply then in Victoria7

County.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Let me just, staff,9

do you have any comments, one way or another, on this?10

MR. HAIR:  Your Honor, no, we're okay11

with, I understand that we did not include security12

related and safeguards, also proprietary information13

in our joint motion.  As Mr. Silberg pointed out, I14

think that was more just a, because we A) weren't15

anticipating it and, oh, no, I'm sorry, we actually16

did put it in the motion, did we not?17

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Yes, we did.18

MS. HARSHAW:  Okay, we put proprietary in19

the motion, I see that now.  My apologies.  However,20

we have no qualms with the way it's written in21

Victoria County.22

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Interveners?23

MR. MAHOWALD:  We're in agreement as well24

with the wording in the Victoria County decision.25
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CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.1

MR. MAHOWALD:  I think the joint motion2

uses some slightly different terminology, but I think3

that both cover the issues.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay, fair enough.  Okay --5

MR. SILBERG:  The next item?6

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes, sir.7

MR. SILBERG:  The next item on our list8

would be on draft documents in Section 3B, I believe9

it is, in Victoria County, and that also is a10

provision which we simplified and it's included in the11

joint motion as part of Paragraph 3.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay, hold on a second.13

Where is that?14

MR. SILBERG:  Page 7, Your Honor.15

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay, it's on Page 7?16

MR. SILBERG:  Yes, on Page 7 of Victoria17

County.18

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay, got it, thank you.19

MR. SILBERG:  And our draft language,20

again, is a little more straightforward, I think a21

little simpler.22

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.23

MR. SILBERG:  And it says we will not24

include internal drafts, but it would include the25
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staff's disclosure of correspondence with the1

Applicant, whether those are drafts or not drafts.2

And it would not effect the duty of the staff to3

provide drafts to the community under their MOU.4

The language in Victoria County says that5

certain draft documents would be provided.6

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.7

MR. SILBERG:  And I think our language in8

the joint motion is perhaps a little bit more9

exclusive as to which ones would be provided and which10

would not be.11

JUDGE ARNOLD:  This is Judge Arnold.  I12

have one concern about drafts in that if a document is13

available only as draft and is not going to be14

finalized by the time of the hearing, would it still15

be excluded from disclosure?16

MR. SILBERG:  I think, yes, it would be,17

because it's still a draft.  In other words, it's not18

a final position by any of the parties, by the party19

who's prepared it.  And because it's not a final20

position, we don't think it's necessary or appropriate21

that it be disclosed.22

It's very hard to draw the line as to what23

is a draft and at what stage drafts are sufficiently24

final in somebody's view to make it appropriate to25
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disclose.  And rather than trying to go down that very1

difficult path, our position has been that drafts, as2

a general rule, with very very limited exceptions that3

we've outlined in the joint motion, should simply not4

be turned over.5

JUDGE ARNOLD:  My concern stems from a6

previous case where there was a draft NEI guidance7

document that was cited by the Applicant, but was not8

available to the interveners and Applicant stated it9

didn't have to supply it because it was only a draft.10

I would want to avoid a situation where11

there was any dependence upon a draft document that12

was not available.13

MR. SILBERG:  I mean, if it's a draft14

prepared by a standard, in essence a standard setting15

organization, whether it's NEI or the staff, a draft16

Reg Guide for instance that people are using, that's17

a draft that's out in commerce, you know, in the18

public wheel, as you will.  And from my standpoint,19

that's not what we're talking about here.20

What we're talking about here is internal21

documents where someone is preparing something for up22

the chain and it doesn't get, you know, it's not yet23

completed.24

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Oh, okay.25
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MR. SILBERG:  And when you draft those,1

you may have a 100 different drafts of a document, or2

two different drafts of a document.3

JUDGE ARNOLD:  So in your joint motion,4

the fact that the word drafts is preceded by the word5

internal, means this is only referring to your6

specific documents that are still in draft form,7

right?8

MR. SILBERG:  That would be my view.  If9

we get a draft from NEI, that we are using, my own10

personal view would be that would be turned over.  But11

in terms of documents that we are preparing, and it12

goes through a number of iterations, I think it13

becomes very difficult to start turning those over.14

And then you get into the question of15

self-critical examination, privilege, and all those16

other very gray areas.17

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Okay, thank you.18

MS. HARSHAW:  Jay, this is Kim.  I would19

just add to that that the word internal includes if20

one of the parties is using a consulting or contractor21

to develop their analysis or calculations, that would22

be included as internal draft also.23

MR. SILBERG:  Yes.24

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Your Honor, this is Mauri25
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Lemoncelli for the staff and we agree with Ms. Harshaw1

and Mr. Silberg's characterization of their2

understanding of drafts.  Thank you.3

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Well, it's one thing to4

agree with their description of drafts, or their5

characterization of drafts, I think the question is,6

what is it that would be excluded from production by7

the joint motion on mandatory disclosures that would8

otherwise be required to be produced by the terms of9

the initial scheduling order that was issued in10

Victoria County?  That's what we're trying to11

understand here.12

And I guess, while we certainly don't want13

to discourage communication between the Applicant and14

the staff, and we realized the staff may have some15

obligation to produce some of that communication, the16

question is, if for example the Applicant were to go17

to the staff with a document and discuss it, then not18

provide it to the staff, would that document be an19

internal draft that didn't need to be produced?  Or20

would the fact that it had been produced to the staff21

deem that it was no longer internal, but it was a22

document that was provided to the staff, albeit you23

kept a copy?24

It seems to me that's what we're trying to25
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understand here.1

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Your Honor, this is Mauri2

Lemoncelli again for the staff.  It's our3

understanding that once the Applicant shares the4

information with the staff, or I guess for the same5

purposes that the staff shares it with the Applicant,6

and I'll include if the Applicant relies on it for7

purposes of his application, it's our understanding8

that that document would need to be produced.  That9

would need to be disclosed.10

JUDGE ARNOLD:  But if there was no11

reliance, there would be no obligation to produce it.12

Is that implicit in your statement?13

MS. LEMONCELLI:  I think that's correct,14

Your Honor.  If it's not germane to the application or15

not germane to the contention.16

MR. SILBERG:  I do have a concern, and I17

think Judge Gibson you may have alluded to it, in18

terms of sharing information.  If you, for instance,19

go to the staff or get on the phone with the staff and20

you're looking at a sheet of paper in front of you and21

you talk to the staff about your thoughts, that sheet22

of paper in front of you become a draft which is now23

required to be disclosed because you've shared the24

information with the staff.25
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CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Interveners?1

MR. MAHOWALD:  Thank you, Your Honor.  You2

know, I think we're generally in agreement with the3

staff and the Applicant with respect to those issues.4

Getting back to Your Honor's question about what would5

be excluded from the joint motion that would otherwise6

be disclosed under the Victoria County order.7

I do think that on Page 8 the qualifying8

language there that starts with the, "however," and9

then continues for the next two sentences, that seems10

to be consistent with what staff is looking for and I11

think what we're all interested in in terms of when an12

internal document becomes a shared document, even if13

in a draft that needs to be disclosed.14

And I guess what I'm saying, Your Honor,15

is I think we've pretty well, I think we're generally16

in agreement on that.17

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  So you would view18

this language on internal drafts in the joint motion19

as encompassing the obligation to disclose these20

documents that are set out on Page 8, is that right?21

MR. MAHOWALD:  I do think so, for the most22

part, because we are talking about documents that if23

the Applicant is disclosing documents and exchanging24

correspondence with the Applicant, then those fall25
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within that, so I think so.  We're not talking about1

internal drafts that are purely internal, so I guess2

I think the language in the joint motion is consistent3

with the wording that was used in the Victoria County4

case I guess.5

MR. SILBERG:  The one concern I have is6

this language in Victoria County which says the7

obligation to disclose doesn't depend on whether the8

person with whom the document was shared took9

possession, custody, or control does not depend on the10

locus.11

And the hypothetical I put forward before12

about a telephone conversation where you have a13

document in front of you, or even a face to face14

conversation, where you have your notes in front of15

you, but your not turning over a document to the16

staff, I don't want those documents to become17

disclosable drafts otherwise.  It seems to really open18

the flood gates.19

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes, well, I don't think20

we're trying to open any flood gates.  I think we're21

trying to figure out, because I have to say I22

certainly did not view the Victoria Station language23

as encompassing a situation where you have some notes24

in front of yourself, you pick up the phone and talk25
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about the issues that were in your hand, that to me is1

not what we're talking about.2

We're talking about actually disclosing a3

document, not having a phone conversation.4

MR. SILBERG:  Right.5

CHAIR GIBSON:  And I think that this was6

pretty well confined to documents, not to7

conversations.8

MR. SILBERG:  Okay.  That takes care of9

some of my concerns at least.10

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Staff?11

MR. HAIR:  We have no problems, Your12

Honor, with the way it's written in Victoria County13

and I think as intervener's Counsel said it, we think14

our joint motion is consistent with that language.15

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay, thank you.16

MR. SILBERG:  The next item on my list is17

on Page 9 of Victoria County on termination.18

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.19

MR. SILBERG:  And the first, second20

sentence in that paragraph says if a contention has21

been dismissed through summary disposition or other22

reasons, e.g. muteness, and the only thing that came23

to my mind when I saw that, and maybe the e.g. is24

okay, is that there are other reasons why a contention25
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could be dismissed other than muteness or summary1

judgement, including motions to dismiss and/or2

settlements.3

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.4

MR. SILBERG:  I suspect that that's5

covered.  I just didn't want to let it out that the6

muteness is the only category that would fit there.7

CHAIR GIBSON:  Expressio unius est8

exclusio alterius.9

MR. SILBERG:  I remember that phrase.10

CHAIR GIBSON:  I think that's probably a11

good reason to take out the e.g. muteness.12

MR. SILBERG:  Okay.13

CHAIR GIBSON:  I think there could be a14

variety of reasons and so I think we get out of that15

problem if we just take that out.  Okay?  Staff?16

Interveners?  Is that okay if we take that out?17

MR. HAIR:  No problems with the staff,18

Your Honor.19

MR. MAHOWALD:  Interveners is fine with20

that change, Your Honor.21

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Mr. Silberg, what's22

the next one?23

MR. SILBERG:  Page 11 in Victoria County,24

Paragraph E2 on timeliness.  I just wanted to make25
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sure there that our view is a 30 day requirement for1

new and material information is the right one to use2

and I'm not sure whether with a change in the rules,3

whether that now applies across the board, but I4

wanted to make sure from our stand point that it did5

just so everybody's clear on what the ground rules6

are.7

CHAIR GIBSON:  Staff?8

MR. HAIR:  Yes, no problems with that,9

Your Honor.10

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?11

MR. MAHOWALD:  While we'd certainly like12

to have more time, Your Honor, we understand that13

that's probably pretty well established by the rules.14

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Well, that's good.15

Okay, Mr. Silberg, next issue.16

MR. SILBERG:  Paragraph F1 on Page 12, and17

this has to do with the 3 business day rule, which I'm18

sure in the vast majority of cases will be okay.  I19

was hoping that there might at least, we might here20

from the Board that, in unusual circumstances, that21

the Board would be open to a motion that was made22

within 3 days, if we could show why we couldn't have23

made it earlier.24

It's not quite as difficult a problem here25
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as it is for the 10 day rule, which we'll talk about1

a little later, but it's the same principal.  I'm just2

hoping that there might be a safety valve.  I think it3

may be necessary, potentially, for any of the parties.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Would you all be5

agreeable to changing the word, "must," to the word,6

"should?"7

MR. SILBERG:  Yes, we would be.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  And if we did that, then if9

someone couldn't do it within 3 days, presumably they10

could make a showing as to why they needed to be11

excused from that, "should."  Is that okay, staff?12

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Mauri Lemoncelli for the13

staff, we would agree, Your Honor, thank you.14

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?15

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor, we would16

agree.17

CHAIR GIBSON:  Thank you.  Next change,18

suggested change or concern, Mr. Silberg?19

MR. SILBERG:  Yes, Page 13, Paragraph F4,20

it's this other issue that I was just talking about on21

motions for extension of time.22

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.23

MR. SILBERG:  I can easily see24

circumstances where something would come up really at25
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the last minute, whether there was a snowstorm or a1

personal health issue or something, and 3 days you2

just can't meet it, again the availability of an3

escape path.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  And if we change, "shall,"5

to, "should," that would take care of that problem?6

MR. SILBERG:  I believe it would, yes.7

CHAIR GIBSON:  Staff?8

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Yes, Your Honor, thank9

you.10

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?11

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor, thank you.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  Thank you.  What's your13

next concern?14

MR. SILBERG:  This is G2, let me get to15

the page, on Page 18 of Victoria County, it was not16

clear to me when the 20 day clock, where it says17

dispositive motions are to fall within 20 days after18

the occurrence or circumstance, giving rise, what that19

would be.20

I can understand that it might be, in some21

situations, the issuance of the EA or the SER, but I22

can also envision the circumstance where a party would23

file a motion to dismiss or a motion for summary24

disposition prior to the issuance of the SER or the25
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EA, and it's not clear to me what circumstance or1

occurrence would be that would initiate a 20 day2

clock.3

CHAIR GIBSON:  Staff, what's your view4

about that?5

MR. HAIR:  Your Honor, we're -- this is6

Chris Hair, I don't think we really have a strong7

position on this point.  We'd be open to other8

interpretations to what might give rise to that, but9

our understanding right now is the publication of10

staff review documents certainly would trigger it.11

What other events might we're not really sure, if we12

want to speculate on that.13

MR. SILBERG:  I mean, it might be that you14

would use the publication of the SER or the EA as kind15

of the last date for filing, rather than having an16

across the board requirement.  But it's certainly17

possible that we might, or the community might or the18

staff might, file a motion for summary judgement on a19

particular contention when there's enough information20

available in their minds to justify such as21

submission.22

You put a no-later-than date in there,23

that might well work.24

CHAIR GIBSON:  I believe the issue here,25
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and I have to tell you I haven't studied this1

paragraph in a while, so you'll have to excuse me if2

I'm mistaking it was something else, but my3

recollection is that the purpose of this provision was4

to ensure that dispositive motions would be filed5

immediately after new information arose that gave rise6

to a basis for filing that dispositive motion.7

There is a similar obligation, of course,8

on the interveners where new information arises.  They9

may need to deal with it as well.  And if they let too10

much time elapse, they can't file a contention on it.11

MR. SILBERG:  Right.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  In this case, there may be13

a new scientific study relating to the, what was it,14

the skyshine, wasn't that what, there may be some new15

study that would show that everything we believed up16

to that point in time is absolutely wrong and that in17

fact it presents no problem whatsoever and so the18

contention should go away.19

Now we wouldn't want to wait until that20

was addressed later in an environmental impact21

statement, for example.  We would want to hear from22

you right away about that.  My recollection is that23

that was how that language occurred or why that24

language was drafted as it was.25
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MR. SILBERG:  I guess I do have a problem1

with that.  I think there are going be relatively few2

cases in which a study would come out that is not a3

study produced by the Applicant that is on all fours4

with a contention.  And to say that we have to file a5

summary judgement motion within 20 days after our6

consultant finishes a report.7

For instances if we're preparing testimony8

or an affidavit on a contention, this kind of requires9

us to run the timing very carefully because when we10

get that work product may tell us when we have to file11

summary disposition, then there may be lots of other12

reasons we want to package that with other pieces of13

the puzzle on a particular contention.14

Or if we want to use that for discussions15

on settlement with the parties, it seems to me that16

from the standpoint of the Applicant, and maybe the17

staff, that puts an undue burden on how we go ahead18

with preparing our case.  I think, frankly, the only19

types of studies that this would apply to were ones20

which were developed by the Applicant, or by the21

staff, to respond to the specific contention.22

CHAIR GIBSON:  So you look at this as23

being, were your expert to put together a report on an24

issue, as soon as that expert's report was prepared,25
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that you would then be obligated to file a dispositive1

motion, at that point?2

MR. SILBERG:  The way you described it,3

I'm sorry, go ahead.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  Well, I was just going to5

say, that's not some new information.  Is it the6

occurrence or circumstance that is giving rise to the7

motion?  Is that what you're thinking, that that would8

be triggered by your expert filing a report?9

MR. SILBERG:  Well, if the new10

circumstance of the occurrence is our receipt of an11

expert report, or perhaps our filing of a answer to12

the staff's request for additional information, yes,13

as I read this, it could well require, you know, start14

the 20 day clock for filing summary disposition or15

motion to dismiss on that contention.16

CHAIR GIBSON:  Well, I mean, I know that17

this was done to expand, because we thought 10 days18

was too short an amount of time, and so was expanded19

to 20 days.  Is the language different than is in20

2.323(A)?21

MR. SILBERG:  Just looking at that as we22

speak.  And that's just a general motion, a general23

provision, that says motion must be made no later than24

10 days after the occurrence or circumstance from25
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which the motion arises.1

And I guess I just not sure enough to know2

how that would apply in the context of summary, you3

know, a dispositive motion.  And when I saw it, the4

specifics in Victoria County, I just got to be nervous5

about exactly what that meant in the context of a real6

attempt to file summary judgement motion, summary7

disposition motion, or a motion to dismiss.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Staff?9

MR. HAIR:  Yes, Your Honor, I'm not sure10

of the distinction we're making with respect to this.11

You know, the staff's understanding is that the12

circumstances giving rise to the motion would be sort13

of viewed on a case by case basis and perhaps14

contained in that very motion.  And it could include15

all or some of the types of circumstances we've talked16

about.17

For instance, the response to RAI's we18

would think would sort of be encompasses within that19

rule.  And as far as our position on this issue, we're20

amenable to trying to make a distinction, but it's not21

necessarily something that we take a large issue with.22

But we understand that it's greater than 10 days, so23

that seems sufficient to the staff.24

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.25
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MR. SILBERG:  One concern I have, if you1

want to take the example of an RAI response, is that2

if we filed an IREC response, which we think is3

sufficient to dispose of the issue, we don't know what4

the staff's answer is going to be.  We don't know5

whether it'll generate further requests for additional6

information.  And if we have to treat the filing of7

the RAI response as being the circumstance or8

occurrence, and then file within 20 days, that really9

may be very very premature.10

May not be, but you're not going to know11

that and it may be only one piece of the puzzle.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  Well, whether you talk13

about an expert's report or you talk about an RAI14

response, it seems to me that the useful distinction15

is not the vehicle through which it arises, but rather16

the whether or not there is some new information.17

I mean, if there is no new information in18

an RAI or in an expert report, it is simply compiling19

information that has already been in the public domain20

for some time, then it seems to me that's not21

occurrence or circumstance that's going to be some new22

information.23

MR. SILBERG:  Well, there may or may not24

be.  There may or may not be new information our25
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consultants --1

CHAIR GIBSON:  I'm in agreement with you,2

Counsel, that it may or may not be new information,3

but if it's not new information, all I'm saying is if4

it's not new information, then what is there that5

would have precipitated a need for you to move for6

summary disposition?7

On the other hand, if it is new8

information, it doesn't seem appropriate for it to9

just sit there and to wait until one of these other10

events happens that may be, you know, six months or a11

year down the line.  I mean, I think that's really12

what we're talking about.13

What is it that would give rise to a basis14

for filing a motion for summary disposition?15

MR. SILBERG:  Well, in the practical16

world, it might be our consultant's contractor's staff17

having the time to pull all the stuff together.  It18

might be their view of where the NRC Staff is at the19

time on that particular issue.  It might be a desire20

on the client's part to defer spending money if the21

end of the hearing is way off in the future.  I can22

conceive of a lot of reasons other than the fact that23

a piece of information turns up that may or may not be24

totally dispositive.25
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CHAIR GIBSON:  Sure.  And the fact that1

one of these events occurs, the filing of, you know,2

all the information is in and there is no factual3

dispute, there's no genuine issue that's in dispute.4

You've been waiting for the interveners or the staff5

to prepare that information.  It's not there.6

The fact that it's not there, that's how7

we would normally do summary judgements in trial8

practice.9

MR. SILBERG:  But in the regulatory world10

--11

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.12

MR. SILBERG:  -- where the Applicant tends13

to want to make sure that the staff is on board, the14

fact that we think we have the issue resolved isn't15

necessarily the go/no-go decision, because we well may16

not want to put it out as the definitive position if17

we know the staff is not comfortable with it.18

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.19

MR. MAHOWALD:  Your Honor, this is Phil20

Mahowald on the intervener.  And I guess as we listen21

to the discussion here, one of the thoughts that I22

had, and I guess mindful that my participation in23

these proceedings is far more limited than staff24

Counsel or Counsel for the Applicant, but the last go25
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around in the license renewal proceeding for the1

reactors, it seems to me, and maybe this is addressing2

Your Honor's concern about if there's an EA or an EIS,3

or some other document that becomes available, I know4

that we certainly understand that there will be5

updates and new documents and reports that will become6

available.7

And if those new filings, if you will, new8

documentation, new documents, address the concerns9

that we've raised in a contention, we have in the past10

always been amenable to discussing a settlement in11

lieu of a motion to dismiss, because we don't have any12

more interest in protracted motion practice then the13

Applicant or NRC staff, if an issue gets addressed.14

And in those situations in the past, kind15

of as a general matter, if a filing is sort of impetus16

for a settlement discussion, and from the Applicant's17

perspective, a settlement discussion that's leveraged18

by a potential motion for summary judgement, we've19

always been agreeable to a joint motion to extend a20

deadline so the parties can discuss settlement.21

And so, I guess, getting back to the22

language in the order, I think it looks pretty good,23

but I don't think that that would preclude that type24

of interaction between the parties either.25
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MR. SILBERG:  This is Jay Silberg, I1

completely agree with Counsel for the community and as2

was the case in the license renewal proceeding for the3

plant, we would certainly hope that one or more of4

these contentions will be settled.5

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes, okay.  What's your6

next concern?7

MR. SILBERG:  Hold on a second, let me8

just get there.  I think it's some of the language in9

G5 on deadlines.  It may be more a terminology issue.10

That paragraph on Page 7, if that's the right one, I11

think there's a reference in that paragraph to an12

Advanced SER, just looking for where that is.13

Yes, on the top of Page 17, there's a14

deadline that runs from 20 days after the staff15

publishes an Advanced, AFSER, which I think is an16

Advanced Final SER, and I --17

(Telephone ringing)18

MR. SILBERG:  -- if we're going to have19

one in this proceeding.  That was the only point I had20

at that time.21

(Telephone ringing)22

CHAIR GIBSON:  Somebody must have a23

problem with another phone?24

(Telephone ringing)25
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CHAIR GIBSON:  Hope they can shut that1

down.  Might be a fax coming in or something.  Staff,2

what would be the appropriate term instead of AFSER?3

MR. HAIR:  Your Honor, I'm not sure if4

that term would apply in this proceeding.  The staff5

has no plans of issuing an Advanced SER.  We'll be6

issuing the final SER on the schedule we provided and7

that's the only document we anticipate at this point.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  So would it be appropriate9

to say the final SER?10

MR. HAIR:  That's perfect, Your Honor.11

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Interveners, is that12

acceptable to you?13

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor.14

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay, while we're on that,15

this paragraph also reference the FEIS and I take it16

that there's at least a chance that you're going to do17

an environmental assessment instead on an18

environmental impact statement here?  Staff?19

MR. HAIR:  Yes, Your Honor, we're20

currently working on the environmental assessment.21

And then at that point we'll decide whether or not to22

develop an environmental impact statement.23

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Since it's possible24

that you're not going to do an FEIS, what language can25
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we employ here so that we will get the point?  Should1

it say publishes the Final EA or Final EIS?2

MR. SILBERG:  Why don't you, you could3

just say the Final NEPA document.  The staff's final4

NEPA document.5

MR. HAIR:  The staff would agree to6

something like that, that would work.7

CHAIR GIBSON:  Intervener?8

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, we'd be okay with that9

too, Your Honor.10

CHAIR GIBSON:  So we'll change that to the11

Final NEPA document instead of an FEIS.  Just one12

second.  Okay, and we may have had some prior13

references to an EIS earlier in the document and we'll14

make that same change so it'll say Final NEPA15

document, okay?16

MR. SILBERG:  Yes.17

CHAIR GIBSON:  How about anything else?18

MR. SILBERG:  Not with that paragraph,19

Your Honor.20

CHAIR GIBSON:  Staff, do you have any21

other changes that you would like to see made to this22

Victoria Station order?23

MR. SILBERG:  Oh, wait, I'm sorry, I do24

have other changes, just not with Paragraph G5.25
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CHAIR GIBSON:  I'm sorry.  Okay, well,1

let's keep going.2

MR. SILBERG:  Yes, the next one I have is3

Paragraph I on Page 17.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.5

MR. SILBERG:  That paragraph refers to6

bifurcated hearings.7

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.8

MR. SILBERG:  And it seems to me that with9

three contentions we really don't need to think about10

bifurcated hearings?  It would be surprising if11

bifurcated hearings would make sense at this point.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  I think your point is well13

taken.  It does not appear that there is going to be14

a significant time lag between the issuance of one15

document and the other, based on the Staff's projected16

report.  I would caveat that, however, with this, I've17

been involved in some other matters where they were18

supposed to be issued at about the time and it ended19

up being changed dramatically and one was issued20

earlier and one was issued much later.21

And while I think it's unlikely that would22

happen, it still seems to me that it makes sense for23

us to make provision for the possibility of a24

bifurcated proceeding if, you know, things get off the25
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track and we don't get these things issued at the same1

time.2

I assume you don't really have any problem3

with that, do you Mr. Silberg?4

MR. SILBERG:  I don't.  The only caveat5

I have is if were going to have a hearing for one6

contention that doesn't take a great deal of time or7

effort, that it may still be worth while having only8

a single hearing.  But I think those are issues which9

we may be able to defer.10

There's always the possibility, it seems11

to me, for the Board to make a decision that a12

bifurcated hearing makes sense.13

CHAIR GIBSON:  And I think it might make14

sense to say something like that the Board may15

bifurcate, instead of currently contemplates, and that16

will take care of the problem, won't it?17

MR. SILBERG:  I think so.18

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.19

MR. SILBERG:  You know, from our20

standpoint, I think right now a single hearing makes21

the most sense certainly.22

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Well, like I said,23

your point is well taken and I think if we make that24

language change, that should take care of the problem.25
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Staff?1

MS. LEMONCELLI:  We would agree, Your2

Honor.  Nothing to add on this end, thank you.3

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?4

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor, we would5

agree that your change would address that.6

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  To your7

satisfaction?8

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes.9

CHAIR GIBSON:  Thank you.  Mr. Silberg,10

what's your next concern.11

MR. SILBERG:  Yes, at I7 on Page 20, I12

think the issue is implicit, but I just wanted to make13

sure it was.  This has to do with availability of14

witnesses in person and the footnote, 25, suggests it,15

but I would hope that the Board would provide16

direction on specific witnesses needed at the hearing.17

And perhaps guidance as to what issues or questions18

the Board might have, or areas that the Board might19

have questions in, some time in advance of the hearing20

itself.21

I don't think that's excluded, certainly,22

by this order and that is a level of detail which23

could well be provided at a final pre-hearing24

conference or however the Board wishes to structure25
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it.1

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Staff?2

MR. HAIR:  No problems with that, Your3

Honor.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?5

MR. MAHOWALD:  No problems with that, Your6

Honor.7

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Okay, well, we'll8

certainly consider that Mr. Silberg.  What is your9

next concern?10

MR. SILBERG:  The last issue I have really11

went to the items on the Board's order scheduling, the12

initial schedule and conference.13

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.14

MR. SILBERG:  And Item 4 on that list --15

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.16

MR. SILBERG:  I don't have the actual17

order here in front of me, talks about suggesting time18

limits for filing the party's final list of potential19

witnesses and I guess you had asked for a20

recommendation.  I don't think we've discussed that21

yet.  And I guess we have some thoughts.  30 days, I22

think, is an idea for some trigger dates, such as the23

submission of the SER and the NEPA document.24

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes, right.25
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MR. SILBERG:  But that may not work in all1

cases if a new contention is submitted based on the2

SER or the final NEPA document.  It just needs to3

reflect that possibility as well.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.5

MR. SILBERG:  Again, I'm hoping that these6

are all issues that are only of academic interest by7

that time.  But if we're going to have a detailed8

order, I guess we need to think about those.9

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Staff, what's your10

view?11

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Your Honor, we're12

amenable to Mr. Silberg's suggestion of 30 days.  We13

think that's reasonable.14

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?15

MR. MAHOWALD:  I just want to make sure I16

understand.  So we're talking within 30 days of the17

issuance of the final documents?  The SER and18

environmental assessment or EIS?19

MR. SILBERG:  Yes.20

MR. MAHOWALD:  Okay21

MR. SILBERG:  New contentions.22

MR. MAHOWALD:  Okay.  The only concern23

that I have with that, Your Honor, is if, you know, we24

seem to be dealing with some issues that are ongoing.25
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And I, I guess, I don't know if that trigger date1

should be walked back from a hearing schedule, as2

opposed to set forth from a particular document.3

Because just generically speaking, I guess4

if we're talking about high-burnup fuel, for example,5

we realize that that's an ongoing initiative, both6

within the industry and the NRC.  And as such, I7

guess, I'm generally okay with it.8

But the concern that I have is to the9

extent that something were to come up after the10

issuance of those reports.  Then where are we and are11

we precluded from calling a witness who perhaps may12

have just issued an updated report, or something like13

that, that would be going on independent of these14

proceedings, but would be relevant to an admitted15

contention?16

And so the thought would be to, instead of17

tying that final disclosure to a particular final18

document, that that would instead be tied to the19

disclosure of witnesses and things like that for a20

hearing.21

CHAIR GIBSON:  Mr. Silberg?22

MR. SILBERG:  I guess I always believe in23

good cause under reasonable conditions, so I guess in24

general I don't have a problem with the community's25
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limitation or expansion.1

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.2

MR. SILBERG:  Obviously there's the last3

minute issue that arises that doesn't give people the4

opportunity to prepare.5

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.6

MR. SILBERG:  I think we can deal with7

those, again, provided that the Board allows for8

escape valves in appropriate circumstances.9

CHAIR GIBSON:  With some sort of good10

cause exception, huh?11

MR. SILBERG:  Yes.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  Staff?13

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Your Honor, just a point14

of clarification.  Based on a point that Mr. Mahowald15

mentioned, and maybe just to clarify what Mr. Silberg16

had in mind, are we talking 30 days after the issuance17

of a document or are we talking 30 days in advance of18

the hearing?19

MR. SILBERG:  No, we were talking about 3020

days after the issuance of the SER and the final NEPA21

document.22

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Okay.  Your Honor, with23

this exception, what about walking backward from the24

date of the hearing?  Perhaps 30 or 45 days prior to25
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the hearing?  Maybe that would address Mr. Mahowald's1

concern.  Just a caveat of the good cause notion.2

MR. SILBERG:  Well, by that time I would3

think you'd be submitting your actual statements of4

position and testimony.  And I would hope that we5

would be able to exchange witnesses prior to that6

time.7

CHAIR GIBSON:  I think, certainly what Mr.8

Silberg's saying is consistent with the way that I9

would view this.  I think that you do need to have10

trigger dates and you do need to have the submission11

of the identification of witnesses and the submission12

of information that is key to those trigger dates.13

You know, the hearing might be put off14

significantly beyond that.  Hopefully, it would occur15

soon thereafter, but it seems to me that you are16

really going to get squeezed on time and it's going to17

be difficult to prepare.  It's a little bit like the18

reason why want to have these motions for summary19

disposition done early.  We don't want to get people20

squeezed on time while they're trying to prepare for21

trial having to do other things.22

And I'm just afraid that if you start23

backing it off from the trial date, we're going to get24

squeezed on time.  I think we do need to have trigger25
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dates.  I think that's important and I think that1

these things need to be keyed off those trigger dates.2

MR. SILBERG:  We do need to have a time,3

if you want to work backwards for things like4

statements of testimony, rebuttal testimony, and those5

ought to follow after summary judgement motions.  And6

I think working backwards from a hearing date, you7

know, 30 days for rebuttal testimony and maybe 30 days8

prior to that for the initial testimony9

And then before that perhaps two months10

for responses to motions for new contentions and11

summary disposition.  And then 20 days or a month12

prior to that for new contentions and 30 days before13

that for the issuance of the documents, the SER and14

NEPA documents.  I mean, that's one kind of trigger15

date hierarchy.16

CHAIR GIBSON:  Well, interveners, is there17

anything else that you wanted to say about the point18

that we just discussed, that Counsel for the staff19

raised?20

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor.  I mean,21

I hear where Your Honor's coming from in terms of22

trying to walk it back from a hearing date.  The23

answer, I guess, might just be a question of in terms24

of Page 18 of the Victoria County order really has the25
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kind of a trigger, tied to the trigger date, as Your1

Honor mentioned, but has a 60 day time period.2

Are we talking about two different things?3

Or would the timeframes that are set forth on Sub-4

Paragraphs 1 and 2, and I guess going on, 3 and 4,5

would the timeframes that are set forth in Victoria6

County address all of the issues?7

CHAIR GIBSON:  Well, I'm not sure they're8

going to address all the issues, but we basically9

tried to lay out how we were going to get this case10

ready for trial.  And this certainly made sense to us11

at the time.  It made sense to the attorneys involved12

at the time and we thought it was relatively13

comprehensive.14

So it doesn't sound like, except for the15

one concern you raised about this good cause thing, it16

doesn't sound like anybody's got any real concerns17

about the way this is structured.  And so I think we18

can go forward with this.  If, for some reason,19

something comes up that's not contemplated by this20

order, I think you file a motion seeking leave to do21

something out of time or indifferently than is set out22

in this order for that reason.23

But I think, basically, the way this24

thing's structured makes sense.  Are you okay with25
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that?1

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor.2

CHAIR GIBSON:  Everybody else okay with3

that?4

MR. SILBERG:  Yes, Sir.5

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Yes, Your Honor.6

CHAIR GIBSON:  Good.7

MR. SILBERG:  Now there are a couple --8

CHAIR GIBSON:  Do you have any other9

concerns?10

MR. SILBERG:  No, there are a couple of11

other questions that the Board has asked about.  One12

was the timing of a site visit and whether a site13

visit would be helpful?14

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.15

MR. SILBERG:  We believe it is helpful.16

We do not suggest you're going out in the dead of17

winter.  We also would not want to have the site visit18

while there's major site work, an outage, underway at19

the plant.  It looks to me, to the plant staff, that20

a site visit sometime during the summer time would21

work out well.22

I think the next plant outage is coming up23

in the Fall of 2013.24

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.25
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MR. SILBERG:  I think if you're in the1

Summer, you avoid probably some Spring mud and Winter2

chill.  And we suggest that that's probably worth3

avoiding.4

CHAIR GIBSON:  I think we would all agree5

with that.  So perhaps if you guys can get together6

and chat about what would be a good time, you guys can7

propose a range of time and the Board can consult it's8

schedule and we can try to make that happen.9

MR. MAHOWALD:  Is there some reason to not10

have it in the same timeframe as any hearing?11

MR. SILBERG:  Not particularly, other than12

we don't know if a hearing would be in one of these13

not so pleasant timeframes.  It may well be we'll be14

ready for a hearing.  I think given the staff's15

schedule, it's likely that we're going to be ready for16

a hearing during a more unpleasant timeframe for a17

site visit.18

But if it works out that you can do a site19

visit close to the hearing, that would obviously save20

everybody travel.21

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.  That's obviously22

something that we're all concerned with now.23

MR. SILBERG:  Yes.24

CHAIR GIBSON:  More so than we have been25
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in the past even.1

MR. SILBERG:  But I think, based on the2

staff's schedule for the Fall of this year, issuance3

of the documents if I recall correctly, that the4

hearing may well be in the Winter or early Spring, and5

that might not, Winter of 2013/2014 or early Spring6

2014, and neither of those timeframes might be best7

suited for a site visit.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes, I mean, they're9

talking about not issuing the final environmental10

document before December of 2013.  And if you use that11

as a trigger date and you start adding up those times,12

you're looking at probably the late Spring, early13

Summer of 2014.14

So let's see about the site visit.  It may15

be that we have a reason to be there before then and16

we could do it then.  Otherwise, we can try to do this17

in conjunction with, as Judge Arnold suggested, in18

conjunction with actually trying the case.  So that19

would be just splendid.20

MR. SILBERG:  Okay, well, we will propose21

dates this summer in conjunction with staff and the22

Board.  And then I guess it's up to the Board to23

decide whether they want to put it off and hope we'll24

have a hearing in a nice, appropriate time in 2014.25
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But we'll leave that choice up to the Board.1

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.  Well, clearly to the2

extent that a site visit is going to inform our3

preparation, as opposed to our decision making, it may4

be that we can postpone it until we actually try the5

case.  Because budgets are quite tight and things that6

might be ideal to do under other circumstances may7

well have to be altered in order to be consistent with8

those budget priorities.9

MR. SILBERG:  Okay, we understand that.10

We do, however, think --11

CHAIR GIBSON:  Not for lack of interest,12

Mr. Silberg, I assure you.13

MR. SILBERG:  No, we understand that.  But14

we do think that a site visit would be very helpful15

for that Board.16

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.  I think we're all in17

agreement with that and we will do it.  It's just18

whether we can make a separate trip.  I think that's19

really the question.20

MR. SILBERG:  We understand.  One other21

item on your list in your initial scheduling22

conference order was whether the parties would like to23

have simultaneous or sequential filing of briefs.24

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes.25
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MR. SILBERG:  And I think we discussed1

this and I think we all agreed that simultaneous2

filing would work well for everyone.  They both have3

pluses and minuses, but I think we came down on the4

side of simultaneous.5

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Fair enough.  Okay,6

is there anything else on your list of concerns?7

MR. SILBERG:  I think I've exhausted it.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  Staff?9

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Thank you, Your Honor.10

Nothing else on our end.11

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?12

MR. MAHOWALD:  Nothing, Your Honor, from13

the interveners, Your Honor.14

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  I have one other15

thing, or actually two other things.  First is the,16

there was an amendment that was filed, posted in17

Federal Register, on January 16.  Is there anything18

about that that is going to have any material bearing19

on this that you all anticipate?20

MR. SILBERG:  We don't anticipate it from21

the Applicant's stand point, Your Honor.22

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.23

MR. SILBERG:  But the staff and the24

community will have to address that.25
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CHAIR GIBSON:  Alright, staff?1

MR. HAIR:  Your Honor, can you repeat2

that?  What was published --3

CHAIR GIBSON:  Yes, there was a Federal4

Register notice issued Wednesday, January 16,5

regarding a docketing of an amendment to this license.6

And I'm just curious if there's anything about that7

that is going to affect how we proceed in this case.8

Or if it's some minor correction or something that's9

not really going to have an impact.10

We're just curious from a case management11

stand point.  I'm not asking this to bind you all to12

anything, we're just curious.13

MR. HAIR:  Oh, yes, Your Honor, thank you14

for clarifying that.  We're aware of that amendment15

request.  There's nothing in that that's germane to16

this proceeding that we're aware of, Your Honor.17

CHAIR GIBSON:  Interveners?18

MR. MAHOWALD:  I don't think there's any19

issue there, Your Honor, but I'm not 100 percent sure.20

CHAIR GIBSON:  That's okay.  That's okay.21

Again, we're not trying to hold you all to anything,22

we're just trying to get an idea from a case23

management stand point.24

Okay, the second thing, where I think we25
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would like to do is, we will study the concerns that1

you've raised here today.  We will consult the joint2

motion on mandatory disclosures you've prepared.  What3

I anticipate we will do is, we will revise the4

Victoria Station order to conform it to the facts of5

this case and to the concerns that you've raised, to6

the extent that we agree with them.7

And what we may want you to do is to file8

an agreed motion, or agreed order, on mandatory9

disclosures that will reflect the things that we've10

discussed here.  And Mr. Maltese will be in11

communication with you all about that.  So that to the12

extent that we reference that in that one paragraph,13

we will be able to, or two paragraphs, we will be able14

to reference your agreed order on mandatory15

disclosures that addresses that specific issue.16

That's a very minor issue, but that's how17

I think it would be cleaner to work on this.18

Otherwise, we say you've, you know, you're not really19

agreed to be bound by this if it's just a joint20

motion.  So it needs to be cleaned up a little bit.21

But I don't want you all to resubmit this22

joint motion as an agreed order yet, for us to sign,23

because there may be some things that we change about24

this or that the order otherwise resolves.  But,25
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again, once we get that done, Mr. Maltese will be in1

communication with you about how we would like you to2

draft that up.  But you'll hear more from him on that.3

MR. SILBERG:  Okay.  I assume, Your Honor,4

that in general, the Board is comfortable with initial5

disclosures on or about February 28th, recognizing the6

technical deadline may have already passed us by, or7

today may be the deadline, actually.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  I think we're fine with9

that.  Staff?  Interveners?  You all okay with that?10

MR. HAIR:  Yes, Your Honor.11

MR. MAHOWALD:  Yes, Your Honor.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Then we'll be13

looking at, that's fine.  We'll try to get this, like14

I said, we'll try to get the Victoria Station order15

form template revised to reflect at least most of the16

concerns you raised.  We still may not adopt17

everything you've suggested.18

And then we will, to the extent that19

there's other things that need to be addressed in an20

agreed order, Mr. Maltese will let you know that you21

can submit that.  We'll sign that and then we'll sign22

the initial scheduling order and then we'll issue them23

together.  And that should, hopefully, address all of24

these matters.25
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Is there anything else that we need to1

address today?2

MR. SILBERG:  Not from the Applicant, Your3

Honor.4

MS. LEMONCELLI:  Not from the staff, Your5

Honor, thank you.6

MR. MAHOWALD:  And not from the7

interveners, Your Honor.8

CHAIR GIBSON:  Judge Trikouros, do you9

have anything else?10

JUDGE TRIKOUROS:  No, nothing right now,11

thank you.12

CHAIR GIBSON:  Judge Arnold?13

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Not a thing.14

CHAIR GIBSON:  Okay.  Well, I believe15

we've exhausted what we need to address and I16

appreciate your time and we will stand adjourned.17

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter was18

concluded at 11:49 a.m.)19
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